Standing Committee on Regional and Urban Statistics

11th Annual Berlin SCORUS Conference 2007: Statistics and the Help of Young People In Big Cities


Another successful meeting of the Statistics and the Help of Young People in Big Cities was held 8-10 January 2007. Special thanks go out to Dr. Eckhart Elsner for his continued work in preparing this yearly conference. The smaller size and intimate venue of this conference allows for extensive interaction and discussion among the participants, providing the opportunity to fully explore problems and solutions, as well as to build new and lasting networks between professionals in this important area of work. See the SCORUS web site for additional information as it becomes available.

Proceedings from the SCORUS 2006 Conference

Papers from the 25th SCORUS Conference on Regional and Urban Statistics and Research, "Globalization Impact on Regional and Urban Statistics," are now available on the Conference web site:

http://www.scorus2006.ae.wroc.pl/

A CD-ROM version of the Proceedings is in final preparation. We want to give special thanks to Jósef Dziechciaz, Anna Król and her associates at the Wroclaw University of Economics for their work in organizing the conference and producing this publication.

SCORUS Contributions to ISI Congress Lisbon 2007

Look for the following sessions organized by SCORUS at the next ISI Congress in Lisbon. Both sessions are tentatively scheduled for Saturday, 25 August.

IPM19 International comparative city and regional statistics on social cohesion and economic diversity
Organiser: Dominic Leung

IPM20 Urban, regional and migration research: New approaches
Organiser: Marie Chamie

Planning For ISI Congress 2009

Planning for ISI Congress 2009 is already underway. Wendy Thomas is serving as the SCORUS representative to the IAOS Planning Committee. Once again we will be preparing two sessions focusing on Urban and Regional Statistics. We welcome your suggestions for topics or invited speakers. Please contact Wendy Thomas <wlt@pop.umn.edu> with any comments or questions you may have.